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ABSTRACT 
P~.ac.tictioner.s of tlie C I ~ ~ L I  ( ? f  1ingui.stic ini.e,stieation ~.<ferred to as 'quantirarii~e' 01. 
'in~.iarionist' sociolinguisric~.~ gener~lll? sec. tlleir objrctii,e ea heing to rrncoivr mid rrt.c.owit.fii/. 
tlze q3.srrriiatici~ cndet.l?ing \m-iation in speecll bellaiior. To rlzis end. r l iq 1ioi.e emply,ed ci 
i,rlrieg c?frriotliocls as it'e11 c1.s ancrlytic 17zodel.v aitried at incorporating i~erricrhilig into 1ingui.rtic 
descriprion. Among rlze approaches o/-e Lahoi,'s 'vririahle rule' ~nodel. and Bickerton S 
'inll>lic.ariond' ~~ioclel. Tlie ]>re.senr pclper e~xarnines the rrlei~arrc~ !f rllese rriode1.s of ibclrirltiotl 
ro Crlrihhccnl E~rglislz creole conrinicci clnd roncludes rlzur neirlin. i.r itlrll suited to proiiding a 
~clrisjkrro~]~ accounr ? f  the sociolingui.sric hererogeneih. clinrcicreri.stic of s~rcll sirlrariori.~. Like 
orller ,s]>eec.li communirie.~, C~irihhean ci-eole continua tncirijfest prlrrerns of sociul and .sgli.stic 
di'erentiation of linguistic clioices. But, urilike t\pical dialecr siruations, [he? d i s j ~ l ~  slzarp 
irltenial drfferences in linguistic repertoire.~ cind relarionsliil>s ivhicli e-onnor he .suh.sumed under 
a .single giuitimar. T ~ c  ,f¿iiluw of ~arirrrionisr rheot?. ro adequorel~. ~lescrihe ílze order-1). 
hetrrogeiieir\. of such continuo 110s to (lo jifi,.sr, irlith the crrchitecture qTrlze proposed models, 
cnid .sec,orld. ivith its tendenr? fo  ft-eclt .sociolinguistic plienor7lenri (1,s rliougll tlle!, c,ould hr 
tmlslared directly into gra/n/nri,ir. Because of tlris, rlie social correlares qf i~ariation haix? 
tended to p l c ~ ~  ( 1  subordinare role ro tlle main goal qfi50ricition theot?., n~liii.lr is ro c,onst/wc.t 
grnminars, The rrs~rlt i.s rhat manjl descriptions qf'inriarion p l q  onl? lip senric~ to .social 
esplancrtion, or rrre indeed a-social in rliaracter. As long as i,ariation theot? conrin~ies to see 
its nmin objr.crii,e (l.\ heing to incor]>orare i,ariahilit\ into cun-ent models c ! f  gmmrnar, its 
cotm-ihution to a wi(fied theot? of the imhriccirion of language and socio-cultural organi:arion 
it.ill r.rrrrrrin limited. (Keywords: quantitative sociolinguistics. rnodels of variation. Carihbean 
creole continua. (rnorpho-)syntactic variation. sociolinguistic theory ). 
Los practicrrnrr.r del árecl de ini,e.stigación lingüísrica llumndri .\ociolingüí.srircl 'cuantitatiin ' 
o 'i~nricrc.ioni.st~~ ' entiend~n que .su objrrii.~ e.s sricnr a 10 lrt: lrr si.ste~nclíi~.id~id suh~ncente el kl 
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ivrriricióil del coi/zpoizamieilto lingüístico J dar cventci de ella. Para este fin 1lcin utiliriido 
dii,erso.\ iriétodos risí coino dr rnode1o.c rirlrilíticos c11j.o proj,cjsito p.s l i  int.or/,oi.riciciil rlr 111 
iariabilidcid eii la rlesctipcin'ir lir~giiística. Eiztr-r. las distintas aprosiinacioiles estiil el inodrlo 
(Ir> 'i.eglrr 13arinble' de Lriboi. j, el itzodelo 'inlplicritii*o' de Bickerton. El presente rirtic,irla 
c>.~riinitrn ln i.rlri~ntrcit7 de estos tnodelos dr i~ariación ~ i z  los continuos rlel iiig1i.s ccirihetio \ .  
co~iclr!\~e clire ~iiilgiitro es lo sujicienternente adeclirido para ofrecer irilri e.~plicricicíri .scitistrictoi.iii 
dp /ti Iietc~ro,yorleiclrirI .soc.ioliilgiii~sticu c'riinc,tpi-i~stitr~ dp tules .sitiracioilr.s. Coiizo otriis 
coltilrilidndes de Iit7bla. los contiiluos criollos carihetios e.i-hibeii n ~ o d ~ ~ l o s  de difereticiacihl 
.soc.itrl j. e.\tilí.\tic~ci o1 si/.\ opcioiie.\ 1iilgiiístic.a.~. Si11 eiilbargo, (i d(fereilc.iri de las situncioilr.\ 
dicrlrctal~.~ Iicibitlrcrles, iiiire.c.tran itzui-cadas dverencias intertzas en siis repertorios J relucioties 
liilgiiisricc7s qirc ~ i o  pireri~~ii .slrb.s~rtnirse hqjo unri iínira grrinláticti. Ln itlcapacidad de lri teoríir 
i~tri.irlc~ioili.rtt1 ptri~r clest~t.ibii. rrclecutidanlrnte Ir? heterogonei(1id iizrtódicci de dicI1o.s contiiluos 
tiolc que i,er. eii pi.irilei. Ilígtli.. con la arquitectura de los tnodelos propuestos y, en segundo 
11r,g( i~ .  t otl su tetldericiri (1 ti.rrtrir los ,fenríinenos .soc.ioliizgiií.stic.o.s c.ottlo .si pudiei.nti .ter 
trwn.xf:fi.i-idos rlirecrnnlente 17 ltrs ginináticns. Por estp niotii,o, los coi.r-elcito., .soci«le.c de le1 
i~rrriuc~ión lznil tenrlido n,jlr~rir u11 pt7pel subordinado con respecto (11 objetii,o pi.ilicipt71 de la 
teorírr d~ lrr ivrrinciótl, que es el de des«rroll«r hrrcitncíticci,\. El re.,ult«do eJ.s qrro tnlíc.1ici.s 
descripciones de la i3al.iación son e.i-plicacioiles nparenteniente socinles. que en r~~alirit7ri soti 
do rlrrturclle~ci cisocicil. Mietltlas coiltiizúe Ir1 tcoriir ríe /ti irii.iu(,i(Nz (i.sloi7ieildo 1 1  ii1c~oi~1oizl(~icjil 
de 10 i3ur-iabilidad en 1o.r inodelos actuules de gririnátic,ir corno .su priticipul objeriilo. serci rri11j. 
liinitadr~ su conti-ihrción a una teoría uniflcudn de las inlbriccicione., riel lengirqje lt1 
orgcani;cició socioc~ulturul. (Palabras Clave: sociolingüística cuantitativa. modelos de 
variación. continuos criollos cariheños, variación (morfo-)sintáctica. teoría sociolirigüísticai. 
INTRODUCTION 
Practictioners of the area of linguistic investigation referred to as "quantitative" or 
"variationist" sociolinguistics generally see their objective as being to uncover and account for 
the systematicity underlying variation in speech behavior. To this end. they have employed a 
variety of methods as well as analytic models aimed at incorporating variahility into linguistic 
description. Aniong the approaches are Lahov's "variable rule" model. and Bickerton's 
"implicational" model. The present paper examines the relevante of these models of variation 
to Carihbean English creole continua and concludes that neither is well suited to providing a 
satisfactory account of the sociolinguistic heterogerieity characteristic of such situations. 
During the early period of variationist studies in the 1960's and 1970's. scholars 
dealing with quite different linguistic situations generally agreed that their primary aini was 
to demonstrate that variation was an integral part of liriguistic structure. Hence they attempted. 
in one way or another. to integrate variahility into riiodels of linguistic description. Thus was 
horri the prograni of studies often referred to as "variation theory". The aini of writing 
grammars of variation united scholars as differerit ir1 their approaches and interests as Labov 
1969 (African American Veriiacular English 1 AAVEII. G.  Sankoff 1973 (Tok Pisin and 
Montréal French). Bickerton 1971. 1973a. 197% (Guyariese creole), Rickford 1975 (Gullah 
and AAVE). Woolfoi-d 1983 (bilingual code-switchirig) aiid others. The main thrust of the new 
ways ofanalyzing variation came from Lahov's work on  AAVE. and Bickerton's work on the 
Guyanese creole co~itinuum. Despite the differences in their assuriiptions and methods. there 
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was a surprising degree of similarity in the manifestos they adopted for the study of variatioii. 
Hence Labov declai-ed: "Oui- general aini is to write the granimar o f the  speech community. 
with al1 oí' its interna1 variation. style-shifting. change in progressu (1975: 108). And Bickerton 
( 1973a: 642) pointed out: 
The new metatheory takes linguistic variation as the center rather than the 
periphery of language study. We thus assume. uiitil the coiitrary caii be pi-oved. 
that al1 variation is rule-governed. consequently the linguist's task is to find the 
i-ules. however niuch tliese niay conflict with theoi-etical preconceptions. rathei- 
than to "saci-ifice" inconvenient data. 
To  achieve his aiin, Labov proposed the mechanism of variable rules and outlined tlie 
following research agenda for variation theory: 
1. What is the niost general forni »f the linguistic rule. and what constraiiits may be 
placed on it? 
2. What are the underlying forms on which rules operate. and how can they he 
determined accurately in any given case? 
3. How are iules combined into systems. and how are they ordered within these 
systenis'? 
4. How are systenis related to each other in bilingual and polysystemic situations'? 
5.  How do rules and rule systenis change? What is the niechanism of the fundamental 
proceses of language acquisition. or how do rules change in the larger course of 
linyuistic evolution? 
For his part. Bickerton proposed the methodology of implicational analysis. and the 
associated formalisni of "polylectal" grammars. to be discussed further below. Behind the 
differences in niethodology and models of description lie fundamentally opposed views about 
the nature of grammars as models of conipetence. and about the relationship between individual 
and community norms as ob.jects of description. These differences. as yet unresolved. are 
behind much of the uiicertainty that hangs over the practice of variationist analysis today. The 
uncertaiiily revolves around the following issues: 
a) The question of the proper object of description for grammars or models of 
variation. 
b) The question of the major ohjective of variation theory. 1s it to write grammars pure 
and simple. or to elucidate sociolinguistic structures and the Ianguagelsociety 
relationship? 
These issues are reflected in the questions posed by Guy (1980) in response to 
Bickei-toii's (1971) criticism of the variable rules model. First. he asks: "What exactly should 
be the subject niatter of a linguistic description? Are we to write grammars of the speech of 
an individual. or ot' the I~inguage of a community of speakers?" (1980: 1 ). In response. Guy 
provides evidence from the the phenomenon of variable deletion of final /-t. -di in consonant 
clusters. using aii iinpressive array of data and statistical analysis. He demonstrates that there 
is in fact isoniorphisin betweeri iiidividual and conmunity usage of this feature. which suggests 
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that they share a single granmiar. consisting of the same rule with variable output. constrained 
hy identical liiiguistic environnients. Hence. Guy concludes. the subject niatter of a linguistic 
description is both individual and group grammars. since they are identical. Secondly. Cuy 
iishs: "1s variation in the speech community the result of the diversity of the group. retlecting 
the orgaiiization of society into a number of disciete lects within which variation is at a 
minimuin'? Or is this variation present with identical uniforni stmctures in the speech of eveiy 
individual?" (ihid.). Asuin. the evidence of 1-t,-di deletioii points to shaied iioinis of use across 
the community. with frequency distrihutions correlating neatly wirh social arid stylistic 
constraiiits. This explaini why rarly forinulations of variahle iules attenipted to incorporate 
hoth linguistic and extra-linguistic constraints on the uperation of the rules. 
The twin assuniptioiis of underlyinp structural identity acioss individual aiid y o u p  
giamniars. and shared norms of usage and evaluation acioss the community proved niuch 
easier to accept for communities of the type that Guy. Lahov and others had studied back in 
the 1960's and 1970's. Roinaine (198 1 )  referied to such coniinunities as "protorypical variahle 
rule communities". contrasting them with other situations which posed serious prohlenis fbr 
Lahov's conception of the variahle mle. When the niethodolo~y of the quantitive paradigm was 
extended to include more heterogeneous speech communities siich as Belfast (Wlilroy 1980. 
Harris 1984). Trinidad (Winford 1972. 1980). Guyana (Bickerton 1971. 1973a. 197%: 
Rickford 1979). Norwich (Trudpill 1974), Glasgow (Macaulay 1977) etc.. i t  became apparent 
that assuniptions of isomorphism between individuals aiid groups. either in underlying 
granimars or in shared norms of behavior and evaluation. could not be niaintained. As Harris 
( 1984: 304) explained: 
As the body of research on nonstandard syntax increases. i t  is becoming more 
and more evident that a good deal of dialect diversity at this leve1 cannot siniply 
be attributed to low-leve1 differences. Rather i t  poiiits to the conclusion that 
deep-seated structural divergences exist between varieties which are intuitively 
felt to he dialects of the same languape. 
Variationist models employing strict versions of variahle mles have never come to terms with 
the kinds of heterogeneity characteristic of these "divergenr dialect" situations. This led 
iesearchers like Rousseau & Sankoff (1978) to suggest that gioup arialysis is legitiinate if 
groups are identified in linguistic rather than social ternis -a position that Bickerton (1971) had 
in fact advocated. The consequences of this foi writing coniniunity-hased granimars of the sort 
Labov had proposed are not clear. since groupin- individuals rogether on the basis of shared 
linguistic behavior leaves open the question of how niany groups can be estahlished in the 
community, and how their grammars relate to onr aiiother. Bur one clear eftect of this 
approach was to mle out social factors as constraints on the operation of linguistic rules (as 
opposed to differences in linguistic behavior across iiidividuals and groups). In other words. 
if individuals grouped together on this hasis share identical mles. then social factors need not 
he huilt in to the fornialisni of rules for group grammars. since there is no variation within the 
group to be accounted for in the tirst place. This. interestingly. was the same conclusion that 
Bickerton (1971) had arrived ar. In addition to the prohlem of integraring exrra-linguistic 
constraints into the rules. there were criticisms levelled against the very idea of a val-iable i-ule 
as a legitiniate part of a grammar. Scholars like Bickerton (1971) and Romaine (1981) argued 
that variahlr mles were idealizations that have no objective reality for individual speakers. 
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hecause such rules were hased on group behaviors and therefore could not be internalized by 
individuals. since they would place excessive dernands on the mind and rnemory (Luelsdorff 
1989). The response ofvariationists was to retreat from their earlier claims about variable rules 
as true reflections of linguistic competente. Hence Sankoff & Labov declared: "The theory that 
we are constructing is not a new form of rnodel-building. and we do not niake the error of 
confusiiig the set of rules we write with the grammatical processes that people use" (1979: 
2 17). Moreover. the issue of h o ~ v  extralinguistic constraints could he factoi-ed into the 
forrnulation of rules of grainmar was left hanging in the balance. 
Ironically. although adliereilts of the "polylectal" grarnmar ripproach articulatcd the 
stiongest argurnents against the variable rule model. their own model t'ailed to provide any 
scilution to the prohlenis they had identified. Like Labov. Bickerton's goal was to u.rite the 
grrimmar of the entire speech conimunity, and his work provided us with two such "polylectal " 
gramrnars for the Guyanese speech community: a grarnnirir of the copula system í1973a. 
1973b) and a partial grammar of the tenselaspect system (1975). However. unlike Labov. 
Bickerton explicitly rejected the notiori that extra-linguistic factors could he incorporated into 
y-anmars. As a result. we find in his work very little concern with investi9ating the social 
correlates of variation in the Guyanese community. The grarnnlar of viiriation becomes an end 
in itself. devoid of any social meaning. In general. then. the stated aims of variation theory -t« 
write the gi-arnmar of the speech community. and to incorporate social explanaticm into the 
gramm;ir- have not heen realized by either the variable rules niodel or the "polylectal" 
grammar model. It may well be that neither goal is realistic. or ihat both may be misconceived. 
These are the issues I would like now tu explore further in relation to creole continua. 
1. MODELS OF VARIATION IN CREOLE CONTINUA 
There were several sociolinguistic studies of Caribbean creole continua in the 1970's and 
1980's which employed the early quantitative framework introduced hy Labov (1966). They 
included studies of Trinidad (Winford 1972. 1980). Guyana (Rickford 1979: Edwards 1975). 
;ind Belize (Young 1973). It was intriguing to tind that these speech conmunities revealed 
quite similar patterns of class and style stratification similar to those that Labov. Trudgill. 
Cedergren and others were discoveriiig in more conventional dialect continua. This led 
scholars to ask. for creole continua. the same kinds of questions that have long occupied the 
attention of variationists. that is: 
a) Can creole continua be analyzed synchronically as "searnless wholes" or single 
systems which represent a "conmunal grammar" similar to that postulated for more 
typical dialect situations? 
b) What do creole continua tell us about the relationship between individual and 
community. hetween linguistic and social phenomena? 
The first of these questions has been the suhject of long debate between scholars who 
espouse a "single system" view of creole continua and those who argue that they involve 
contact hetween co-existent systenis. The former position is articulated nlost strongly by 
DeCamp (1961. 1971). who explicitly rejected the idea that there are two discrete systems in 
the Janiaican continuum in the following well-known pronounceinent: 
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There is no sharp cleavage between creole and standard. Rather there is a 
linguistic continuum. a continuous spectruni of speech varieties ranging t'rom 
"hush talk" or "hroken lan_oua_oeU [...] to the most educated standard. Many 
speakei-s persist in the myth that there are onl!; two varieties, the patois and the 
standard. But one speaker's attempt at the hroad patois may he closer to the 
standard end of the  continuum than is another's atteinpt at the standard. 
DeCanip ( 197 1 : 350) 
I t  niust he noted that DeCarrip bases his claim about a continuum on patterns of social 
and stylistic variation in [he community which he does not describe in any explicit detail. It is 
of course true that such patterns of variation d« exist. and that they do form a continuum oí' 
iarieties of speaking. Al1 creole continua are characterized h!; complex patterns of variation 
conditioned by social and situational factors. arid the houndaries between varieties are often 
difficult to estahlish. But such patterns of variatioii are purely a mattei- of the sociolinguistic 
distrihution of styles of speaking in the community. and cannot he translated readily into a 
single T r a m a r .  The contusion hetween sociolinguistic patterns and rules of grammar is 
evident in DeCamp's (1963: 231) attempt to construct a qrammatical rri«del for convertiiig the 
structures of standard English into those of the creole: 
Complex as such a set of coiiversion rules would be, they would he 
considerably sirripler than an entire new granmar developed froni scratch. And 
the result could he a gramniai ncit of one. hut of al1 varieties of Jamaican 
creole. 
Bickerton was the first to take up DeCamp's suggesting. by attemptiiig a "polylectal" 
granmar of the Guyanese creole continuum. This portrayed the Guyanrse continuum as a 
i-ange of "lects" which could he related to one another by a single set of iules. Winford (1990) 
provides evidence that Bickerton's (1973a and 1973b) polylectal grammar of copula variatiori 
across the Guyanese continuum is seriously flawed. particularly in its failure to account for 
significant differences in g r a m a t i c a l  rules hetween the basilectal. mesolectal and acrolectal 
systems. In general. polylectal grammars. like the "panlectal" graminars which Harris rejected 
for divergent dialect situati«ns. suffer from several fatal shortcomings. First. they wrongly 
assume that a single set of phrase structure rules can forrii the hasis for linking grammars 
which are quite distinct in their semantic arid syntactic organization. Second. they provide no 
clear hasis tor claiming equivaleiice of meaning or function across the systems involved. 
Moreover. there are serious prohlerns with the architecture of such polylectal granmars. They 
are hased on the "lects" constructed in implicational scales which sort the variation found in 
specitic subareas such as the copula and pronominal systems. Such lects. however. are artefacts 
of the methocl of sortirig the data. and thougli they may i-eflect the particular array of features 
chosen by speakers in a given interaction. they do not correspond to any of the rules that make 
up the gi-an~n~ars of such speakers. Finally. the "rules" of a polylectal grarnniar. as Bickerton 
( 1 9 7 3 :  21) specitically points out. are actually attenipts to relate one grarnrnar oi- systenl of 
rules to another via "rules" which "will in effect be rewritings and re-rewritings of 'earlier' 
rules". Such rules have no more psychological validity than variable rules. They have no 
precedents in synchronic linguistic description. and no rationale is offered for thrm in relation 
to any linguistic theory. Luelsdorff (1986) perhaps describes them hest as belongin~ to the 
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realni of "nieta-graniiiiars". that is. frameworks for relating one granmar ro another. They 
caiinot he conceived »f as niodels ot' individual competence. It is therefoie iiot surprisiiig that 
polylectal grammars achieved no greater success than variable rules in their attempr ro integrate 
vari~ihility into the core of linguistic theory and inodels of gramniatical competence. 
111 suniniary. then. attempts to treat variation in creole continua as falling within the 
scope of a single c«mniunity graminar proved just as niispuided as attempts to treat variabilitj, 
in dialect situations in trrins ot'variahle iules shared by al1 mernhers of the speech coinmunity. 
Moreover. such inodels of variation in gramniatical systems were essentially "asocial" iii 
cliaracter. focussing on the purely linguistic aspects of variatioii. and relegating the task of 
explaining the social and situational correlatrs of linguistic choice to separate fields of eiiquiry. 
niuch as "mainstream" structural linguistics has always consigned the study of variahility itself 
to [he periphery. It is ironic that. despite al1 the proniise of [he early variationist paradigin. i r  
has consistently t'ailed to achieve the goals of integrating variahility into grammars. and of 
relating \;ariability itself to its social ineaning. To rernedy these shortconiings requires us to 
revise sume of our key assumptions ahout the nature of variability and its relation to grammars. 
and to rethink our approach to explaining the interaction hetween linguistic hehavior and 
extr¿ilinguistic factoi-s. 
11. VARlATION AND CO-EXlSTENT SYSTEhIS IN CREOLE CONTINUA 
The obvious alterniitive to the DeCaniplBickertonian view of creole continua is to acknowledge 
that they involve co-existent grammatic¿il systems. The latter position was taken by Bailey 
( 197 1) for Jamaica and Tsuzaki ( 197 1 ) for Hawaii. Most objections to this view seem to he 
hased on the argurnent that the systenis in contact in such situations are not discrete (see 
Bickerton 1973a: 641). This is quite true. There is suhstantial overlap between systems. 
perhaps niore so in phonology than in rnorphosyntax and syntax. But the notion of co-existent 
systeii-is was riever intended to exclude such overlap. The fact that two systems niay share 
certain categories and rules does not rule out the fact that each constitues a coherent system of 
rules and relationsliips in its own right. that is internalized as a distinct grarnrnar for those 
individuals who acquire it. This applies not just to creole situations. hut to cases of divergent 
dialects sucli as AAVE.  Hiberno-Englisli and others. In each of these cases. it is the peculiar 
conihination of overlap and misniatch across the systems that produces the effect of a 
continuous spectrum of variation. 
Evidence fi-om sociolinguistic studies supports the view that the continuum of variation 
in creole situations like Jamaica. Hawaii. Trinidad. Guyana. etc. arises from precisely the kind 
of inter-systernic interaction that Bailey and Tsuzaki had in mind. Contra Bickerton's (¡bid.) 
unsupported assertion that such interaction must he "random". it has proven to be hifhly 
constraiiied and systematic. Moreover. it follows very similar patterns to those found in «ther 
situations involving contact hetween divergent dialects. Soine illustration froni the Trinidadian 
continuuni would be usefiil at this point. 
Winford (1980) reported on the patterns of variability in the use of several tenselaspect 
categories in tlie competing vernacular (Trinidadian creole. henceforth TC)  and standard 
(henceforth SE) varieties used by Srinidadians. These parterns reflect differei-ices across social 
classes as well as situatioiial contexts of use. hoth vf ~vhich correlate with differeiit tiequencies 
of TC vs SE forrns. By way of background. a brief overview of the tenselaspect system of TC 
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is provided in Table 1 .  
Relatibe Pasi Predictive Fuiure P r o s p c c i i v c y t t  
Pres. Hab. Pasc Hab. Progressivc Completive Perfcc! 
Ttrl~lr~ 1: Triisr.iaspeci caieporirs ol' Triiiidadiaii Crcolc 
Some of the variables investigated by Winford (1980) are shown in Table 2. They include: 
a. Alternation between TC ri (the unmarked verb) and SE {-ed} to express siniple past 
(with non-stative verbs). 
b. Alternation between T C  does and SE simple present (@/-S) to express the sense of 
present habitual. 
c. Alternation between T C  o and SE auxiliary he preceding present progressive verb 
forins (V-ing). 
d. Alteration between TC go and SE ii:ill to express h t u r e  time reference. 
I conie/came here lasr niglir Il 
11 4.  Future 1 We go/ \ili[[ do ir romo~.roiv 1 
2.  Pres. Hab. 
3. Progressive 
The results of a quantitative study of some 75 subjects drawn for an urban and rural 
conimunity showed clear patterns of social and stylistic differentiation in the use of TC vs SE 
forms. quite similar to the patterns found in more typical dialect situations. Table 3 
surnniarizes these resulrs. As can be seen. the social classes are clearly distinguished by the 
frequency with which they use creole as opposed to standard forms. Moreover. the incidence 
of creole fornis increases sharply across "styles" ranging from more formal interview speech 
(style "A")  to spontaneous peer-group interaction (style "C"). Only worliing class subjects 
provided data for the larter style. This array seems to reflect the typical spectruni of continuous 
variation characteristic of creole continua in general. But what should interest us niost is the 
He does corne/come/conir.~ lzere eilel?dcr\. 
Slze('s) earirl' righr 11oi1' 
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sharp diffeieiices between the niore "formal" interview style of the working class. and their 
vernacular style. which sho\vs a near categorical use of creole features. Moreover. there are 
two clearly distinct polar varieties represented here: the careful style of the middle classes. 
which approaches the SE norni. and the casual style of the working class. which approxiniates 
a creole norni. 
TT Tahlr 3: R distribution of TC variants in the tenselaspect systeiii of TE 11 
I t  is clear that the variation found here is the result of inteiaction between these two co-existent 
systems. Similar interaction can be traced in more detail at the micro-level. by examining 
patterns of variation for specific variables such as (Past) (Kans 1994). (Perfect) (Winford 
1995) and others. Kang. for instante. demonstrates that workinz class speakers employ a quite 
different gramrnar of past time referente in their vernacular usage than do iniddle class 
speakers in interview situations. Apart from differences in frequencies of creole fornis. 
working class speakers are diarnetrically opposed to middle class speakers in the pattern of 
phonological constraints on realization of SE past marking in regular verbs whose past fornis 
eiid in a consonant cluster with final /-t. -di. This of course is quite different from the pattern 
Cuy (1980) found for American English. I t  means that the "classic" variable rule of final 1-t.-di 
deletion appliex to niiddle class Trinidadian usaze. but not to the worhing class. This is 
obviously strong evidence of distinct grammars in contact. Similar conclusions are reached by 
Winford (1993) for the differences between the creole vernacular and the standard variety ii l  
theii rules t¿)r expressiilg meanings associated with the SE category of Perfect h~li7r. In this 
case. while middle class speakrrs display near-categorical use of h0i.e in interview situations. 
working class speakers practically never use 11~i1.e. preferring instead TC forms like (the 
uninarked verb). progressive -in and Completive-Perfect done to express similar meaniiigs. 
Again. no single Franimar underlies this variation. which cuts across four areas of seniailtic 
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space. several distinct categories of the TMA systeni of TC. and several corresponding 
categories ot'tlie SE system. In short. the variation iiivolves interaction between rules from two 
distinct r a m m a r s .  
Tlie Triiiidadian data point to the fact that there were two distinct grarrimatical systems 
availahle to memhers ot'the speech comrriunity and that interaction between these systems was 
the source of the variahility. This meant that i t  was possible for two distinct granimars to 
iriteract in a pattern of orderly heterogeneity which correlated systematically with externa1 
factors such as class and style. In other words. speakers in creole continua display a signiticant 
degree of hi-systemic (perliaps bilingual) competente which allows theiii to shift froiii one 
variety to another in response to different situations. interlocutors and other aspects ot' the 
broader conteut of interaction. There is clearly no question of attenipting to incorporate this 
kind of variability into a singe coinmunity grammar. 
Much of the confusion arising from previous attempts to treat creole continua as 
"seaniless wholes" disappears once we acknowledge that we are dealing with a relatively 
straightforward case of contact betweeii systems. Each system constitutes a coherent set of 
rules for its own cornnlunity of speakers. However. this is not to say that these systenis are 
entirely discrete: there is sonie overlap between them at every level of structure. As Devonish 
(1989) points out in reference to the Guyanese situation: "What marks off a continuum 
situatioii from that involvins discrete l a n g u a ~ e  varieties is the existente of shared oi- 
overlapping variants across the language vririeties". One consequence ot'this is that. in style 
shiftine. speakers can make sniall adjustments to their output. which gives the impression of 
a continuous spectrum of variation. This is because speakers 'switch' to imniediately adjacent 
varieties on the continuum. We find empirical support for this in studies of the Guyanese 
continuuin such as Rickford (1979) and Edwards (1975). 60th show that. in adjusting their 
styles. speakers selectively incorporate specitic variants from ad,jacent systems. Moreover. as 
Devonish notes. the differeiltial ahility of certain cariarits to straddle more thaii one system 
produces the effect of a gradual shadiilg off of one variety into another. as one moves froni one 
end of the continuum to the other. This is why variation in creole continua is amenable to 
treatment via both the linguistic variable and implicational scalirig. as Rickford 1979 
demonstrates. Despite the heterogeneity of speakers' outputs. however. the integrity of the 
systems in contact is preserved in various ways. for instance: 
a. hy the overall organizations of the oppositions within each systeni: 
b. by the restriction ofcertain forms to exclusive use within one system: 
c. by sheer prepcinderance of usage of one or another system in certain situations. for 
instance the use of the creole vernacular in spontaneous peergroup interaction. as 
demonstrated earlier for Trinidadian English: 
d. by co-occurrence restrictions on certain combinations of forms from different 
systenis: 
Ahove all. the preservation of houndaries between systems is motivated by various 
social factors related tu the "rules ot'speaking" in the community. By way of illustration. we 
can hriefly compare and contrast the co-occurrence restricti«ns on combinations of Past and 
Progressive niarkers in Jamaica vs Guyana as described by Devonish. As he notes. there are 
alternative ways of expressing the notions 'past' and 'progressive' in hoth communities. In 
Guyana. the variants used for 'past' include (hasilectal) hin. (mesolectal) did and (acrolectal) 
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ii3a.s. while the variants for 'progressive' include (basilectal) preverhal a and (niesolectal) 
suftixal -irl. The respective variants are practically identical in Jamaica. (/~)rri. did and iins for 
'past'. a and -itr for 'progressive'. Combinations of basilectal variants for 'past' and 
'progressive' are allowed in both coinniunities. as are comhinations of n~esolectal variants. 
Also. comhinations of acrolectal it3as and hasilectal a are not allowed in either cornniunity. 
However. the coinhination of hasilectal hit1 and mesolectal -it1 is allowed only in Guyana. while 
the con~hination of inesolectal did and et is allowed only in Jamaica. 
Thus: 
G C  
Di tnati hit1 a raak 
*Di trrcrtr did u rcrak 
Di tlnirr hit1 rciakin 
Di tncrrr did rciaki~i 
*Di tncrn iin.5 a rcrak 
Di rliati ii'as raakiti 
J C 
Di tnan (h)etl a rucrh 
Di tncin did a rciak 
*Di nmt1 hin rciakin 
Di nmti did raakiti 
*Di tncin ivatrr.\ a raak 
Di nm1 itlas raakiti 
How then do we explain the differences in co-occurrence restrictions. given the fact that 
the varieties in each continuum are so similar. and the categories themselves are identical? If 
the restrictions were motivated by linguistic factors. we would expect them to he the same in 
both situations. Instead. as Devonish suggests. the explanation must lie in social rather than 
linguistic factors. He suggests that. in Jamaica. (h)en is a strong social diagnostic of 
"hasilectal" creole usage. and is therefore restricted to occurring only with the rnost hasilectal 
'progressive' marker. a .  On the other hand. the rnore English-like past markers. did and iins. 
can occur with the more English-like progressive marker -irl. In Guyana. howevei. 
'progressive' a is a strong diagnostic of rural basilectal creole and is confined to that systern. 
By coiitrast, hin is not as strong a diagnostic. hence it straddles the rural and urban systenls. 
In short. the differences in the co-occurrence restrictions cannot be explained in purely 
linguistic ternls. This. incidentally. points to the conclusion that there is no "universal" process 
of "decreolization" in creole continua. as Bickertoii (1973a) suggested. Each continuurn is in 
its own way unique. the result of a particular conglomeration of linguistic and sociohistorical 
developments. Hence. to explain the differences hetween Jamaica and Guyana, we must look 
to the differences in social bnction and social value that each community assigns to modes of 
speech and alternative choices of various kinds. As Devonish reminds us. memheis of diffeient 
speech conlnlunities form stereotypes ahout their detining linguistic characteristics as well as 
the social evaluation attached to them. Such stereotypes form part o f the  ideological basis for 
preserving distinctions and expressing social identity and group loyalty through language 
choices. This aspect of creole continua reinains virtually unexplored. though some research has 
receiitly been done (e.g. Sidnell 1997). Devonish presents a direct challenge to creolists to 
renledy these shortconlings. By ignoring these aspects of creole continua. are variationists not 
missing the very point on which they should he focussing'.' Shouldn't the focus of our attention 
he to identify the ways of speaking to which different social values are assigned by the speech 
community? 
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111. VARIATION THEORY IN THE CONTEXT OF SOCIOLINGUISTICS 
'The riiain conclusion to he drawn froni the discussion so far is that the kinds of variability we 
encounter iii creole continua. and perhaps rnany dialect situations as well. cannot be accounted 
tiir hy attenipting to modify an existing grammatical model so as to all»w for variable output. 
in the way that the variable rule model was once envisaged. The fact that sonie such approach 
may he possible in more "typical" dirilect situations represents a strong contrast to creole and 
other continua characterized hy sigiiitlcant dialectal divergence. On the other hand. the 
linguistic differences between the two kinds of situation are in stai-k contrast to the similarities 
they shom~ in 5ocial and stylistic differentiation. The same principles and the sanie kinds of 
social and contextual factors intluence language choice in hoth cases. 
l 'he fact that speech communities can display such sharp differences in liiiguistic 
repertoire and relationships. and at the sanie time nianifest strong siniilarities in the socio- 
cultural organization of linguistic choices poses a continuing dilenima for sociolinguistics. 
Reconciliation of the linguistic with the socio-cultural aspects of speech economies has proven 
much more prohlematic than anticipated. It may explain. indeed. why the field has increasingly 
split into two broad camps. one concerned priinarily with linsuistic issues. the other primarily 
with matters of socio-cultural organization of linguistic means. The area of sociolinguistics 1 
have referred to as "variation theory" belongs essentially in the former camp. It concenis itself 
with a set of essentially linguistic questions about the quantitative and qualitative relationships 
between the varieties that make up the repertoire of the community. These are essentially the 
questions formulated by Lahov ( 1969). discussed earlier. These are of course highly important 
issues. with signiticant implications for linguistic theory. Their exploration has led to valuable 
insight into the relationship between variability and the structure of grammars. Scholars like 
Guy (1994. 1997). Hinskens & van Hout (1994). Hinskens et al. (1997). Kiparsky ( 1  994) and 
others have explored how phonological variation can be handled within current phonological 
theory. Researchers like Henry (1995) have attenipted to show how syntactic variation in 
"divergent" dialect situations like Belfast can he accounted for in terms of principles and 
parameter theory 
Research of this type should of course he encouraged. and perhaps extended in scope. 
As it stands. variation theory has a well-developed and well-tested framework for descrihing 
both internally aiid externally-conditioned variatioii iii language. via the instrunients of 
linguistic variables (seen here as purely heuristic devices) and VARBRUL or other statistical 
analysis. However. if its scope is to be extended beyond its traditional concern with intra- 
systeniic dialectal variatioii. it must come to terms with the kinds of inter-systemic variation 
that characterise creole and other divergent dialect continua. To account for the latter. we need 
to liberate the linguistic variable once and for al1 froni the straightjacket of variable rules 
narrowly conceived of as part of a single grammar. with al1 the assumptions attendant on that 
connection (intra-systemicity. underlying identity of structure. etc.). Let us apply this powerful 
tool to investigation of a more diverse set of situations. including not just divergent dialect 
situaticins and creole continua. but also bilingual continua. code-switching. etc. This is the kind 
of synthesis that Labov (1969) seems to have had in mind. in outlining the niqjor research 
questions for the field. 
But the greatest need in variatioii theory remains the need for a more clearly articulated 
set of procedures and hypotheses for investigating and explaining the social sigiiiticance of 
variation. While studies such as Labov (1969) and Henry (1995) have provided valuable 
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insights into the linguistic constraints that govern phonological as well as syntactic variation, 
they have tended to treat the variability as though it existed in a social vacuum. or  as though 
it were an abstraction similar to the idealized behavior of an ideal speakerlhearer. This may 
well be a necessary condition for attempting such analyses in the first place, as Bickerton 
(1971) argued. In his view, the task of linguistic analysis should have priority. with social 
explanation coming as an afterthought. This seems to be precisely the approach taken. for 
example. by Henry (1995) and Wilson & Henry (1998) in their treatment of syntactic variation 
in Belfast English. Henry (1995) shows that certain syntactic features of this dialect such as 
inversion in imperatives (Read yo14 fhat) and singular concord with plural subjects (The doors 
is closeú) can be explained in terms of different settings for the relevant parameters in Belfast 
English as distinct from SE. As Wilson & Henry (1998: 8) suggest. "by considering the 
interaction of parameter setting within sociolinguistic variation, we may be able better to 
understand language variation and change as they are driven by social factors but constrained 
(at one level) by the nature of possible interna1 grammars". However, they are careful to point 
out, first, that there are other types of variation -syntactic, lexical and phonological- in Belfast 
English that may not be explicable in terms of parameter settings (1998: 15). and second. that 
parameters are only ONE part of the explanation for the systematic variation in this dialect. 
A signifícant role is also played by social factors (p. 8). However. the analysis itself is 
completely a-social, devoid of any attempt to describe the social and contextual correlates of 
the variation. or provide empirical justification for the central claim that the variation belongs 
to a single system, in which certain functional elements are differentially "strong" or "weak". 
The argument presented. though couched in more formal terms. is surprisingly reminiscent of 
the claims made by DeCamp. Bickerton and others, for creole continua. Thus we read: 
The only option to this would be to claim that Belfast speakers are bi-dialectal. 
sometimes using one set of parameter settings and sometimes another, but there 
is no evidence of this. The varying elements occur alongside one another 
throughout conversations where there is no noticeable shift of style or  topic, to 
a much greater extent than the normal code-mixing and code-switching which 
occurs among bilingual speakers. 
Henry (1995: 137) 
Once more, it seems, a variationist study has managed to confuse a sociolinguistic 
phenomenon with a linguistic construct. To make maners worse. this is al1 based, apparently. 
on impression. No quantitative or  other empirical evidence is presented which might give us 
some idea of the social and stylistic distribution of the variant choices. The impression one gets 
is that. for the purposes of the analysis presented, such data would be irrelevant, or  would 
make little difference to the purely formal concerns of the model. The limitations of such a- 
social approaches to variation are obvious. It seems we can write grammars of variation based 
on intuition and impression, without reference to social explanation. And this of course is true. 
The study is an excellent illustration of the separation between linguistic and socio-cultural 
description that characterizes variation theory. It seems clear that no purely linguistic model 
can account for the patterns of variation we find in the speech community. A full account 
would require us to incorporate social and contextual factors into our descriptions. Yet this 
integration continues to escape us. It would seem then that we hope in vain for the integration 
of linguistic and social variability into a model of grammar. 
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IV. INTEGRATING THE LINGUISTIC AND THE SOCIO-CULTURAL 
It is not surprising, then. that variation theory has come under heavy attack for failing to 
concem itself with broader questions of the social meanings and motivations of linguistic 
behavior (Romaine 1981. García 1985. Cheshire 1987). lt is true, of course, that variationist 
studies make use of social concepts like class, gender. ethnicity, etc. to place variation in its 
social context. Moreover. lip service is paid to the notion of stylistic variation, which is 
typically presented to us as variation in choice within a single sociolinguistic interview, or at 
best variation between interview speech and peer-group interaction of some type. But the 
limitations of this approach are obvious. ln the first place, variationist studies have tended to 
be content with the mere facts of correlation between linguistic choices on the one hand, and 
social categories and "styles" on the other. Explanation of the correlations is conspicuous by 
its absence. The well-developed variationist frameworks for describing such correlations via 
the linguistic variable and VARBRUL or other statistical analyses have not been extended 
beyond the mere descriptive level. And the procedure itself has become static and repetitive. 
There is clearly need for an explanatory framework that would include a more clearly 
articulated set of procedures and hypotheses for investigating the social significance of 
variation in language choice. There have been two recent trends within the variationist 
paradigm to remedy these shortcomings. First, scholars like LePage & Tabouret-Keller (1985) 
and James and Lesley Milroy have attempted to study variation from the perspective of the 
individual's choices of language as "acts of identity" which relate himlher to social networks. 
But, as L. Milroy (1987: 46) acknowledges, the social network methodology developed for the 
study of linguistic variation is still a set of procedures rather than a full-set theory. To achieve 
that status, it must first embrace the full set of procedures and theoretical principies that 
characterize social network methodology in the anthropological tradition (Boissevain 1974). 
Murray's (1993) criticism of the shortcoming of variationist approaches to the network concept 
is instructive in this regard. The anthropological approach offers a far more comprehensive 
framework for the investigation to language and social identity, which variationists would do 
well to emulate. Moreover. such an approach can be tied to social identity theory and 
accomodation theory. as developed within social psychology by Giles and his associates (Giles 
& Coupland 1991). This integration can provide a better theoretical framework to explore the 
social motivations behind language choices in various situations (Myers-Scotton 1993). 
Secondly, from another perspective, scholars like Bell (1984) and Rickford & McNair-Knox 
(1994) have tried to direct our attention to the need for a more sophisticated framework for 
investigating stylistic variation. The importante of this cannot be exaggerated. since the nature 
of the data we use for sociolinguistic analysis and the nature of the techniques we employ to 
obtain it are crucial determinants of the kinds of explanation we can achieve. Moreover, the 
issue of "styles of speaking" cannot be divorced from the issue of the social motivations of 
language choice. Style is language choice. constrained by an array of socio-cultural factors 
which permeate the culture of the speech community (Hymes 1974. 1988). To investigate style 
is to investigate al1 aspects of the ethnography of speaking, including the role of social 
identities and social relationships. and the role of shared cultural knowledge of situations and 
the ways of speaking appropriate to them. If our goal as sociolinguists is to describe and 
explain the variable behavior of individuals across the community. then we must adopt the 
methods of linguistic anthropology to guide our data collection. By restricting itself to data 
obtained primarily through sociolinguistic interviews. variation theory has in effect tumed its 
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back on social explanation, treating variability more and more as an end in itself (García 
1985). It is therefore high time that variationists abandon the sociolinguistic interview as the 
sole or primary source of the data they collect, and substitute instead data and observations 
drawn from natural everyday interaction in various situational contexts. 
From this perspective. the separation of the field of sociolinguistics into a variety of 
subdisciplines each with its own approach to the languagelsociety relationship is unfortunate. 
The divorce between variation theory and conversation analysis is particularly regrettable. The 
interprecation of the way linguistic variation is imbricated in the social fabric will continue to 
be an elusive goal as long as this dichotomy prevails. After all. it is in the course of 
conversational interaction that individual speakers make choices related to identity, goals. 
topics. and so on. Hence such interaction, with its myriad component factors. constitutes the 
locus of al1 variation. To neglect it is to study only the manifestations of variation and at best 
its externa1 correlated. It falls far short of explanation. 
If progress is to be made in our underscanding of variation in language. we must return 
to our earlier committment to the integration of the social and the linguistic. As Hymes pointed 
out long ago, a-social linguistic explanations are just as limited as social accounts divorced 
from linguistic description. "There is really no way that linguistic theory can become a theory 
of language without encompassing social meaning, and that means becominp a pan of the 
general study of communicative conduct and social action" (1974: 202). This places 
variationists in somewhat of a dilemma, since they seem to see their goal as being to revise 
current models of grammar so as to incorporate variability at the expense of social explanation. 
It is of course necessary and valuable for us to continue the task of building frameworks which 
can describe the relationships between the grammars used by different speakers and those used 
by the same speaker on different occasions. However. to account satisfactorily for variation, 
we need to incorporate social and contextual factors into our descriptions -a goal that no purely 
linguistic model has accomplished. For such reasons. it seems to me that variation theory 
should not confine itself to attempts at revising current models of grammar. It has its own 
agenda. and its own frameworks of analysis. This approach can complement that of model- 
theoretic linguistics. since both are necessary if we are to understand how and why variation 
is possible. We should at least recognize that our enterprise is not a mere extension of, or a 
testing ground for, abstract. a-social models of competence. 
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